Nov. 18 – We inspected the Department of Agriculture in Pila, Laguna where the systems will be installed.

Nov. 19 – We ordered materials for the construction of concrete pedestal and requested Mr. Jerome Carillo (the focal point person for the UN WFP project) to contact laborers, carpenters, plumbers and electricians to be part of the work force for the project.

Nov. 20 to 26 – We started digging holes and forming steel bars in preparation for the concreting of the foundation of the concrete pedestal.
Nov. 26 – We started the second concrete pedestal.
Nov. 27 - Delivery of the twelve 200-liter drums and painting of roof gutters

Pay day of the laborers

UN WFP officers visited the project/construction site.
Nov. 27 – Mounting & plumbing works of drums

Nov. 28 – Installation of solar panels and construction of battery & power controller stand
Nov. 30 – Concreting works for the 2nd concrete pedestal

Dec. 1 – Demonstration of the 1st set-up
Dec. 6 – Molding of paver blocks that will serve as pathway to the system

Dec. 7 & 8 – Demonstration of the 2nd set-up